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Executive summary

This literature review engages with the issue of building leaders within research for development (R4D). An increasing number of organisations are recognising the importance of building leaders within the sector – investing in the individuals and teams that are working to address development challenges through high-quality research. The study draws on literature, a review of 78 relevant programmes, 14 additional organisations operating in R4D leadership, and six interviews with varied expertise in building leaders.

The review begins by exploring the different relevant conceptions of leadership - emphasising the place of individual leader building and team leadership building. The majority of relevant literature regarding leader development in R4D is focused on increasing capacity within developing context research institutions, particularly for global health, economics and governance. The recurring issues in the literature and from programmes are the overall low level of spending, the lack of innovative models, the dominance of a ‘north-south’ approach to partnership, the importance of emerging ‘centres of excellence, and the focus on participatory leadership and sharing.

There are many programmes seeking to build leaders within R4D but limited academic research regarding the nature of effective programmes. Programmes can be usefully categorised in terms of the level of seniority they target, the sector they target, the length of engagement they provide, and the scale at which they operate. There is a lack of consensus regarding what pathways are most effective in building leaders in different contexts. However, a wide variety of methods and tools can be used to help progress individuals along these pathways, in whatever way they are understood. The review identifies two major approaches, the first involving an external organisation or donor organisation investing in a recipient organisation or individual and the second involving an ‘internal’ model that involves an organisation or group of organisations in a sector running its own programme.

There is significant variation in the variety and sophistication of activities that leader building programmes provide. Good practice methods include mentoring, experiential learning, 360 degree feedback, research grants, and specific skills-based teaching. The review provides two overall models to demonstrate how leader building programmes can operate – providing visual tools to identify the key building blocks, activities and outcomes of different forms of programme. The first model provides an overview of good-practice approaches available for building leaders in R4D. The second model illustrates pathways for individual (senior, mid-level or junior) or team-based building leader programmes.

There is limited literature that engages directly with the issue of developing female leaders within R4D. However, lessons can be learned by reviewing the literature on gender within research institutions more broadly, specifically: the role of targeted programming, the challenges particular to women in obtaining leader positions, and the gender biases in institutions.

The review closes by noting the way in which effective building leader programmes are more likely to be context specific rather than based on supposedly universally applicable approaches: appropriate programmes will vary according to the environment within which they are situated. It also highlights the potential benefits of investing in developing internal capacity within organisations to conduct their own programmes to build leaders.
1. Introduction

1.1. Objective of this study

The objective of this study is to provide a comprehensive review of the literature on building leaders / leadership and evidence on programming effectiveness. The study synthesises learning from this field, in recognition that a growing number of development organizations (including IDRC) are making building leaders an explicit objective. By drawing from good practice externally, the review is intended as a complement to IDRC’s own experience and practice. Within this, the study contributes to the following overall questions:

- What are different ways of understanding leader / leadership development and building leaders?
- What approaches and types of programming are being implemented by organizations aiming to build leaders?
- What strategies and approaches are useful for building leaders at different levels, scale, sectors and contexts?
- How can the different forms of support be integrated effectively to provide a cohesive approach?

It should be noted that all IDRC programming has been excluded from the study. IDRC has significant experience and expertise in this field, but the focus here is on that which is external to the organisation.

1.2. Background to this study

Central to IDRC is the understanding that solving complex development challenges requires investing in the people whose creativity, knowledge, skills, and influence bring innovative solutions to life. Many of these people are researchers – individuals who are explicitly in search of new ways and new knowledge to improve development outcomes. As a result, IDRC is committed to supporting leaders within research – both current and emerging - who have the potential to make an impact both now and into the future. In addition, IDRC is committed to working with leaders in all fields to enable them to effectively utilise research to make a positive contribution to societal development.

1.3. Methodology

The methodology for the study was based on a literature review of over 70 relevant journal articles and policy reports, a review of 78 relevant programmes, a review of 14 organisations operating in R4D leadership, interviews with six external experts, and the pre-existing experience of the research team. The literature review adopted a systematic approach covering the following sectors:

- Concepts of leadership, leaders, leader building, and associated frameworks
- Leadership programmes: successes and failures
- Leadership for research
- Capacity building in R4D
- Entrepreneurial leadership
- Female leadership development
- Innovation in leader building
• Scholarships, mentorships, grants in R4D leadership

1.4. Overview of structure

The literature review begins with an overview of the dominant conceptions of leadership, and the literature on leaders specifically within R4D. It then engages in-depth with the different type of programmes and approaches to building leaders. Following this, the study considers the strengths and weaknesses of major programmes. It then focuses on the potential pathways for building leaders and provides two potential models specific to R4D. In closing, the report focuses on the specific detail of building female leaders in R4D before offering concluding comments. Following the literature review is a full bibliography and annex with supporting documents.
2. Overview of concepts and context

2.1. Conceptions of leadership

This section examines current academic literature regarding conceptions of leaders and leadership. There are two primary lenses for conceptualising leaders: first, through the attributes and characteristics of individual leaders, and second, as the tools or networks that enable an individual to operate as a leader. This distinction underscores important definitional concepts. This study utilises the helpful definitions of ‘leader’ and ‘leadership’ provided by Kets de Vries and Korotov (2010a). Leader development is understood as the development of an individual; leadership development is understood as the development of an entire team and its influences. Leadership is defined, not by the impact of an individual, but by the creation of a collaborative team able to manage connections or networks and able respond to a changing environment (Kets de Vries and Korotov 2010a). For the purposes of this paper the overall understanding is that building leaders does very often include capacity development – but not all capacity development efforts contribute to building leaders. Hubbard (2005) and Enright (2006) both provide useful analysis of the difference and overlap between capacity building and leadership development.

A review of anecdotal evidence from the literature suggests that within international development, much of the understanding and practice of leader development trails behind other sectors. The international development sector does not generally invest heavily in building leaders. It often retains a focus on the ‘exceptional individual’ and typically focusses on skills training for that individual rather than adopting a team approach. This section therefore focuses on conceptions of leader and leadership development from a range of sectors and explores innovation in leader building from the private sector.

There are many perspectives and contributions regarding what is required to be a leader. The academic literature recognises a plethora of skills, character traits and approaches. The Centre for Creative Leadership provides a list of seven of the most frequently recognised traits: leading employees, strategic planning, inspiring commitment, managing change, resourcefulness, being a quick learner, and ‘doing whatever it takes’. It notes that current approaches to leader capacity development frequently fail to prioritise these seven traits, which it views as necessary to meet modern challenges. The leadership gap, it notes, appears notably great in high-priority, high-stake areas (Leslie 2009).

2.2. Literature on leaders in R4D

This section considers the role of leaders in R4D. To understand the role of leaders in the R4D context it is worth briefly considering the research environment. Kearney provides a review of research capacity in developing countries (Kearney 2009). He concludes that research capacity is typically centralised at large higher education institutions (HEIs): these institutions assume the responsibility for fostering a national commitment to research, promoting a culture of academic enquiry, ensuring the availability of research skills, and developing the capacity to understand and use international research results. Kearney’s study of research and innovation in higher education, notes that this model is both centralised and low-capacity. It faces three important challenges: diluted availability of research tools, financing and resources; the challenge of rapidly expanding institutions in response to demand; and fragmentation of researchers and research activities.
The research environment depends on strong leaders to steer research and build viable relationships between research teams, policy makers and other stakeholders (Zachariah et al. 2011). The Wellcome Trust identifies four areas necessary to develop excellence and strong leaders in research: scientific quality, research training, scientific citizenship and research management (Wellcome Trust 2014). Yet these roles have often been undermined in low-resource settings through poor remuneration, high teaching loads, limited mentoring of early researchers and poor infrastructure and research tools (Sawyerr 2004). Addressing this requires creation of an enabling environment, in particular: improvements in research management, a better leadership career structure, critical mass, shared infrastructure, information access, and an interface between researchers and research-users (Lansang and Dennis 2004).

The majority of relevant literature regarding leader development in R4D is focused on capacity development in research institutions in developing contexts, particularly for global health, economics and governance. The pertinent themes relating to this are considered below: overall spending is low, there is a lack of innovative models, there is a dominant ‘north-south’ approach to partnership, there are emerging ‘centres of excellence’, there is a focus on participatory leadership, and there is a focus on sharing.

First, the overall spending for research capacity building is relatively low (N. Jones, Bailey, and Lyytikäinen 2007). Jones, Bailey and Lyytikäinen conducted a study regarding funding for capacity building in R4D in Africa and found that bilateral donors tend to invest in individual training, institutional support to universities and facilitating networking. Multilateral donors tend to invest in independent research organisations, and thematic focussed networks. Private foundations fund sector specific, multi donor research networks and fellowships. The report notes that some organisations define capacity building as technical and resource transfer, while others emphasise identifying and strengthening existing local capacity. Furthermore, the study suggests that donors prioritise health and agriculture, natural and physical sciences and economics. It also notes that donors focus primarily on knowledge generation, with some steps to consider other aspects of research capacity such as research communication and developing good research agendas.

Secondly, there is a notable lack of innovative methods for building leaders and a reliance on traditional, individual researcher focussed approaches. Traditional approaches include scholarship programmes for PhD students, individual skills building and north-south university links. A detailed review of traditional research capacity building approaches in Vietnam between 1976 and 2006 made two useful recommendations: sandwich models work better than traditional scholarship models; and there is a vital need for more post-doctoral positions be financed. Funding of post-doctoral research is an interesting way of encouraging young PhD researchers to continue their work, promotes dissemination of PhD work results, and of enabling new research groups to form.

Thirdly, the prevalence of a ‘north-south’ model of partnerships. There is support for the idea that creating strong partnerships can have disproportionate impact compared to providing funding for research (Annerstedt and Liyanage 2014). There are also now innovative programmes exploring the value of south-south partnerships.

Fourthly, the last decade has seen the emergence of ‘centres of excellence’ that focus on developing leading institutions, rather than leading individuals. These are institutions that aim to professionalise research, develop high standards of research, and increase the capacity for innovation, priority setting and systematic academic enquiry. Strengthening universities is critical but long term and time consuming; the centre of excellence model is seen as positive because it has the potential to realise human resource
development, improve organisational capacity and create an institutional and legal framework with positive effects in innovation and economic development. The OECD conducted a study regarding the impact of centres of excellence: it concluded that the model can have impact through creating a critical mass of research in a small number of carefully selected fields (Hellstroem 2013). Where national systems lack critical mass in any one field, centres of excellence can facilitate resource concentration, support interdisciplinary research, and address the challenges presented by fragmentation of research.

Fifthly, there is focus on participatory leadership. Bolden and Kirk published an interesting report that considers contextualised leader development in sub-Saharan Africa (Bolden and Kirk 2009). The empirical research for this paper was conducted on the first cohort of the ‘InterAction’ programme, a major leadership development initiative that was funded by the British Council and delivered to 300 participants across 19 sub-Saharan countries. The report identified a strong desire amongst the cohort for inclusive and participative leadership founded on humanistic and collectivist principles. It considers the potential for indigenous concepts such as ‘ubuntu’ in reframing distinctions such as ‘individual-collective’ to a sense of ‘self in community’. The paper asserts that Africa is witnessing a resurgence of interest in leadership rooted in indigenous values. This in turn has implications for a strong trend for policy driven approaches (White 2002) and the push towards demonstrating ‘value for money’ within the sector (van Ameijde et al. 2009).

Finally, the literature discusses the importance of sharing within leadership development. Hemlin et al., provide a review of academic studies on the ‘research climate’. Their study finds that the research leader is key to the research environment: providing clear co-ordinated objectives, vision, good staff selection and group participation (Hemlin, Allwood, and Martin 2004). Successful research groups are found to draw more extensively on larger and more collaborative networks; their work provides a link between disjoined peers and creates multidisciplinary connections (Heinze et al. 2009). This leads to the need for expertise sharing: complex, interdisciplinary research increasingly requires leaders to share expertise. It has been found that scientists who operate at the intersection of multiple research groups have a greater variety of perspectives and are more likely to generate original research. In this context, a successful research leader supports through sharing information, resources and expertise; providing autonomy; and setting clearly defined goals and responsibilities. The model developed at the close of the paper considers the critical external and internal conditions necessary for research leadership.

2.3. Relevance of research

Demonstrating the relevance of research is a universal challenge: strong research does not automatically get read by policymakers or other influencers. Indeed, a recent report by the World Bank showed that ‘nearly one-third of their PDF reports had never been downloaded. Another 40 percent of their reports had been downloaded fewer than 100 times. Only 13 percent had seen more than 250 downloads in their lifetimes’ (Doemeland and Trevino 2014). Inside academia, the relevance of research is measured by the ‘impact factor’ of the papers published. However a broader definition is required to measure the more holistic desired societal impact of R4D leadership. A public health researcher in Mali highlighted (in interview) the importance of achieving impact through providing relevant and accessible research. He explained how impact occurred when the recommendations provided in research on health policy were clear and accurately costed. For example, his recommendations from a report on paediatric health were adopted because the report focused on relevant health benefits and gave a model for costing per child for the initiative in Mali. Similarly, Transparency International (in interview) highlighted the importance of investing in training to help research leaders to communicate findings effectively: this requires strategically
identifying the research agenda from the outset to ensure research is relevant and accessible. Leader building programmes designed to achieve holistic R4D impact benefit from adopting a broad view of leadership that encompasses researchers, research users and research communicators (such as the media). This requires effective collaboration across sectors, departments and organisations – at a range of levels.
3. Programmes and approaches to building leaders

3.1. Overview

This section provides a review of the main relevant programmes and approaches to supporting the building of leaders (further details of the programmes are provided in the supporting document). It examines the landscape of R4D programmes, exploring the distinctive ways that different organisations are working to build capacity of leaders.

There are many programmes operating in this sector but limited academic research. A significant piece of relevant research is from the ODI, who commissioned a report in 2007 that reviewed donor support for research capacity building, including leader building, in Africa (N. Jones, Bailey, and Lyytikäinen 2007). The study includes a series of databases that outline research capacity building approaches supported by different types of donors, estimated donor spending levels, programme coverage (themes, geographical focus, phase in the knowledge generation and knowledge translation cycle) and evaluation findings. The study identifies the leading bilateral donors for research capacity building: The Netherlands, Sweden, the International Development Research Centre (IDRC) (Canada) and the Research Institute for Development (IRD) (France). The World Health Organization (WHO) appears to be a significant multilateral in this field, and Rockefeller, Ford and more recently Hewlett lead among the group of private foundations.

3.2. Level of programmes

Leaders emerge at all levels of a research organisation or institution: from junior PhD students, to post-doctoral researchers, group leaders and senior experts. Many programmes target those at the outset of their careers, even as young as school-aged, recognising that interventions at the early-career stage can have significant impact.

One way to categorise leader development programmes is by level of seniority. There are a range of programmes that work with senior researchers, post-doctoral level researchers and PhD and Masters’ students. Programmes engaging with senior researchers tend to focus on exposing them to ideas, networking and inter-institution collaboration; those working with young researchers tend to focus on training. CIRCLE, for example, aim to develop the skills and research output of early career African researchers in the field of climate change through 300 one-year fellowships. At the other end of the spectrum, the Africa Capacity Building Initiative takes senior African researchers and links them with UK institutions with the intention of supporting them to shape the future of the research and higher education community in their country.

The level of intervention is a particularly pertinent decision for the research industry. A study published in Nature found a huge drop off in the number of PhD students reaching senior level research position. In the US, for example, about 65% of US PhD-holders continue to postdoc level, but only 15–20% of those move into tenure-track academic posts (Powell 2015); In the UK, 3.5% of science doctorates become permanent research staff at universities. Statistics are not available for developing country universities but the research points to the importance of investing in leaders at the post-doc research level and above. A collaborative review of health research capacity-building compiled by organisations including the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation and the Wellcome Trust concluded that leader development of post-graduate and post-doctoral fellows is the highest priority in developing effective research enterprise (Pilcher 2012).

3.3. Sector of programmes

R4D requires a broad range of leaders: from purist academics through to practitioners working in the public sector. Moreover, the type of leader relevant to an R4D programme will also vary according to the research sector. Public health research, for example, requires leaders who are entrepreneurs, in pharmaceuticals, policy makers in government, academic scientists as well as strong project managers to administer complex clinical trials. A scan of major programmes demonstrates that overall donors tend to prioritise a small number of sectors: health and agriculture, natural and physical sciences and economics. The majority of significant programmes operating in R4D are non-sector specific or focused on building leaders in health, economics, governance, engineering and sciences. The value of interdisciplinary research has been demonstrated in numerous western research settings: many leading research institutions depend on interdisciplinary teams where researchers have been exposed to other sectors. However there is limited evidence of this within R4D (beyond the work of IDRC).

3.4. Length of programmes

Most programmes engage with leaders or young leaders a maximum of three years. For example, the Edulink Building Research Capacity in Africa spends three years training 100 academics in research methodologies. Institutional leader building programmes can invest for longer: the INDOX research network links Oxford University to nine universities in India to develop clinical trials capacity and has been running since 2006.

‘It is important to recognise that leadership training is not a one off process – it doesn’t happen in one week. Once our scholars leave the scholarship programme – what resources can we provide them with to make sure that the skills are nurtured and the mission continues? One way we continue to support them is through our scholars community, and we are also considering a range of other ways that we can provide on-going support after the leadership programme itself has finished.’ (Barry Burciul, Mastercard Foundation)

3.5. Scale of programmes

There is significant variety in the scale of programmes. Many organisations do not make their budgets publicly available and so it is not possible to provide concrete information on the size of programmes. However, the scale of involvement is a useful indicator. The study identified a number of large programmes, such as University Partnerships in Cooperation and Development (UPCD) that supports 118 university partnership projects in 61 countries. Programmes that provide support to individual researchers tend to be smaller.

Related to both scale and sector is the role of horizontal leadership development. It is used to develop high-level capacity and to build the knowledge of a sector within a country or region. A notable example in the
literature is the INDOX programme. Ali and Finlayson provide an indicative analysis of learning from partnerships between the Institute of Cancer Medicine at the University of Oxford and India’s top nine comprehensive cancer centres (Ali and Finlayson 2012). The network practical and theoretical training in Phase 1 trials and annual meetings to form networks and bring people together. The authors note that from 2005–2007, all studies were industry sponsored with no Indian PIs (principal investigators) but as the capacity, experience and expertise of the network increased, so the balance has shifted decisively to investigator initiated studies and in 2012, all INDOX studies will be led by Indian PIs, either working with industry or independently. This demonstrates that research networks can be developed and sustained through mutually beneficial academic-industry collaborations.
4. Strengths and weaknesses of major programmes

This section provides an overview of the significant strengths and weaknesses emerging from the spectrum of leader development programmes that are currently implemented in R4D, reviewing the key themes that recur across the programmes.

4.1. Strengths of major programmes

A review of 78 relevant programmes in the sector indicates that significant strengths of leader building programmes are mentoring, partnerships and networking. The majority of leader building programmes rely on techniques with proven relevance to leader building, such as 360° feedback and mentoring approaches (for example, Global Change Leadership Programme). Coaching and mentoring has been shown to provide efficient and cost effective bespoke support for individuals and an opportunity to reflect and learn from experiences (McCall and Hollenbeck 2010). Within R4D the emerging trend for centres of excellence has demonstrated effectiveness in strengthening the research agenda, deepening collaborations and improve multi-disciplinary research outputs (Hellstroem 2013). This in turn has resulted in an increase in the availability of grants, particularly for PhD students.

The sector benefits from strong North-South partnerships. North-South mentoring for R4D has proved especially effective in increasing the access that young researchers have to global expertise, knowledge and ideas (for example, Aktion Africa). There are a small number of programmes promoting South-South partnerships among higher education institutions. The majority of organisations reviewed anticipate, in a range of ways, that societal transformation will be accelerated by leaders being equipped with the thinking and skills to address local and national-level development problems. The MasterCard Foundation African Youth think tank, for example, emphasises societal change in its scholarship programmes which aim to increase access to quality secondary and tertiary education and entrepreneurial training (The MasterCard Foundation 2014). However, while most organisations talk about impact, most rely on anecdotal evidence to demonstrate it (Wilde et al. 2011; Wellcome Trust 2014).

Networking is frequently used as a means of promoting collaboration and relationship building between researchers, leading to increased potential for sustainable impact. Networking has connected researchers across institutions, regions and countries. For example, the Leadership Development Programme by the European Consortium of Innovative Universities (ECIU) allows leaders the opportunity to reflect on experiences and learn from each other. Evaluations of the Rockefeller LEAD programme identified that networks require a management structure with clearly delineated responsibilities between national and international spheres (Hendricks and Finger 1998). An online network space was found to be pivotal to later success, and included a collaborative learning platform, interactive website management by participants, and several thematic mailing lists that enabled effective sharing and creation of knowledge (LEAD 2008).

4.2. Weaknesses of major programmes

There is a notable lack of leader building R4D programmes that cater specifically for non-English speakers, women or minorities. The AWARD fellowship and TechWomen are notable exceptions. The most effective programmes are those that allow the leader to set his or her own development agenda. While this is unusual practice, positive exceptions are the ‘Building research capacity in least developed countries’...
Within the R4D sector, most leader development programmes focus on building research capacity and skill rather than the character of the leader (for example, African University Research Approaches). This is particularly true of programmes focussed at PhD and post-doctoral researchers. Exceptions to this are the Research Leadership Development Programme by the Wellcome Trust and the Research Leadership Programme by the European Foundation for Management.

The review identified relatively few well-established internal leader building programmes operating within the R4D sector. Examples of internal programmes from other sectors are the ASNC, for US cardiologists, and the Primary Care Leadership Programme, for researchers at the University of Oxford. Despite the strength of North-South partnerships, sustainability remains an on-going challenge (interview 3, 4 and 5). In many cases, northern universities set research agendas and dictate terms (interview 3, 4 and 5). Literature regarding the weaknesses of networking emphasises the paradox of power relations between northern and southern institutions as a significant cause of failures (Girgis 2007). It is argued that financial accountability in the traditional north-south partnership model maintains a dependent relationship, keeps projects short-term and stifles the creativity and flexibility necessary for innovative research (Girgis 2007). The literature also discusses whether this model creates ‘mini-institutions’ that undermine rather than strengthen core infrastructure and institutional growth (Harp 2014). A final weakness relates to the sustainability of scholarships and training which can contribute to brain drain unless a proactive strategy is adopted to avoid it (Harp 2014).

**Lessons from closed building leader programmes**

Anecdotal accounts with interviewees (interview 1, 2 and 3) suggest that many organisations that have previously supported leadership programmes that no longer do so. However, there was limited official documentation available regarding this process.

‘*We did previously have programmes focused on developing leaders in Africa. In the end we decided that they were too expensive relative to the results that we were getting back, and ultimately the impact was too hard to measure. Now instead we have leadership integrated as a means rather than as an end in and of itself in our programmes.*’ (Kevin O’Neil Rockefeller Foundation)

To identify threats to leader development programmes it was instructive to review closed programmes. This was a significant challenge that was made more difficult by an attempt to trace results and identify the rationale for changing funding priorities. The Rockefeller Foundation’s review of funding choices over the last 3 decades is a useful exception (Moock 2004). The conspicuous drop of major investment in the LEAD programme and the stated justifications helpfully ties in with wider literature reviews on leader programmes as a strategy for capacity-building. It is instructive that while leader building and individual or group research excellence are seen as relevant they are often overshadowed by competing demands for basic improvements in teaching and research and for better equipped institutions. Rockefeller, for example, has refocused on strengthening organizational culture, asserting that this will have a greater influence on research outcomes and researcher performance than additional training of leaders.
Another reason for the decision to exit is that building leader programmes have often not been implemented effectively. There are local demands on time and resources, and as such are vulnerable to commitment and managerial problems. Most notably researchers in developing contexts face substantial teaching requirements. The time available for leadership development is limited and needs to be flexible to different requirements. Opportunities for placements, career breaks and workshops can lead to increasingly stretched staff in already resource scare universities in developing countries. This challenge is likely to increase as university enrolment rates in development countries continue to increase. Finally, programmes cease because of the challenge of sustainability. It is challenging to ensure sustainability of leadership development due to the ongoing funding requirements of research networks and groups which lead to high turnover and intermittent funding for institution strengthening.
5. Potential pathways for building leaders

5.1. Overview

There is a lack of consensus on what pathways are most effective in building leaders. Pathways are viewed variably as movement up a career ladder, sustained commitment to a field, dedication to a ‘calling’ or vocation, or the process of increasing mastery. A wide variety of methods and tools can be used to help progress individuals along these pathways (Reinelt, Foster, and Sullivan 2002). The two principal means by which leaders are built are outlined below and summarised in the subsequent diagram. These two pathways have been developed by the research team to summarise two common current approaches on the basis of the review of the literature: they are not established models.

The first pathway involves an external organisation or donor organisation investing in a recipient organisation or individual. Examples of this are pre-packaged, structured programmes for PhD students or early-career researchers. The R4D sector provides a broad range of courses, programmes and packages that include placements, exchanges, courses and mentoring. Notable examples include the Developing Communities Leadership Programme, the Global Change Leaders Programme and the Hubert H. Humphrey Fellowship Programme.

The second pathway is an ‘internal’ model that involves an organisation or group of organisations in a sector running its own programme. Internal programmes are designed to be cohesive across an entire organisation (McCall and Hollenbeck 2010). They are most prominent in large and innovative companies with high capacity and designated funding. Effective examples of this model are well tailored, focus on passing on specific skill sets to future leaders, and tend to benefit from significant support from senior leaders of the organisation or sector. Buy-in and support from senior leadership has been demonstrated to be fundamental to the success of leader building programmes (McCall and Hollenbeck 2010; McCall 2004a; Kets de Vries and Korotov 2010b; Tichy 2001; Scott and Sanders-McBryde 2012). Internal programmes tend to focus on mentoring, training and workshops. Funders can support internal models through unrestricted grants that support capacity building activities and initiatives (Kramer and Tao 2011).
5.2. Ingredients of leader pathways

There is significant variation in the variety and sophistication of activities that leader building programmes provide. Good practice methods include mentoring, experiential learning, 360 degree feedback, research grants, and specific skills-based teaching. Each of these are expanded below:

- **Mentoring** (face-to-face or online). For example, the Developing Operational Research Capacity in the Health Sector Programme, provides mentoring support to improve the capacity of front line health practitioners in low income countries across Africa and Asia to carry out operational research. The mentoring is designed to help to improve routine monitoring of health systems and to support policy relevant operational research to ensure lifesaving improvements to care.

- **Experiential learning** in a real world environment. For example, the BVGH Nigerian Capacity-Building Initiative (BNCBI) aims to build leaders by transferring skills, experience, and knowledge from private industry to Nigerian researchers and universities. Training may include developing advanced biotechnology skills or gaining experience in the drug development process.

- **360 degree feedback**. Although not a major theme of R4D programmes, an interesting example is the UN’s Women Leadership Development Programme which includes residential programmes with 360-degree feedback to assess strengths, gaps, skills and competencies of senior managers.

- **Research grants**. For example, the Consortium for Advanced Research Training in Africa (CARTA) provides funding for Post-doctoral fellowships along-side courses in supervision, grant-writing, and research management.

- **Specific skills-based teaching**. For example, the Leadership in Global Health programme provides students with 1-year of training at the United Nations University in data analysis and preparation for publications.

Other common activities focused on building the individual leader researcher are scholarships, conference attendance funding, short term exchange visits, and alumni connections. The AWARD Fellowship, SIDC, and the ‘Investing in Leadership and Learning for Development Effectiveness’ programme are typical examples.

These ingredients focus primarily on individual leader building. There is a significant emphasis within the literature regarding the need for greater investment in leadership programmes that build teams and promote policy level impact (Bolden and Kirk 2009; James 2011; Petrie 2011; Kramer and Tao 2011). However the emphasis on team leadership is not fully explored in practice in R4D. Early moves towards institutional and team-based leader building and creation of centres of excellence can involve the following additional activities:

- **Linking institutions**. The majority of these programmes are north–south collaborations to build the capacity of southern universities through grants, exchange visits, scholarships, training. Notable examples are the INDOX network, the ZEF German–Pakistani Research Collaboration Programme and the NORHED programme.

- **Training for institutional capacity building**. These activities are run by non-university organisations and most often involve training in research skills.

- **Team building through group projects**. For example, the World Bank Greater than Leadership programme gives 12-months of funding and coaching to groups to solve a problem they conceive together.
### Key ingredients for leader pathways (emphasised repeatedly in the literature)

| Experiences | Allowing promising leaders to gain experience that is varied, takes them outside their comfort zone (McCall 2004) and is suited to individual needs (Caligiuri 2006). Exposing potential leaders to experiences early as leadership development is a long process (McCall 2004). |
| Relevant training | Used as a reflection on actual experience and embedded within real work and the actual context (McCall 2004b; Gurdjian, Halbeisen, and Lane 2014; Hubbard 2005). Can substitute for experiences that are unavailable because they are either too risky, expensive, or difficult to reproduce (McCall 2004). Tailored to individual needs by conducting an initial assessment of leadership capabilities to see areas for development (Gurdjian, Halbeisen, and Lane 2014; Jones, O’Leonard, and Bersin 2012; Wilkins, Snell and Thomas 2012). |
| Exposure to other leaders | Leadership to be involved in teaching and mentoring the next generation (Bolden and Kirk 2009, (Kets de Vries and Korotov 2010b; Escandon and Kamungi 2008) and ensure succession planning (Wilkins, Snell and Thomas, 2012). Integrated to ensure on-going learning from peers (Kramer and Tao 2011). |

### 5.3. Theory-based models of leader pathways

In 2002, the Kellogg Foundation observed ‘there are still no known well-developed theories of leadership development that are grounded in what is being learned through program evaluation’ (Reinelt, Foster, and Sullivan 2002). Significant progress has been made since then. A review of recent, high profile evidence-based models demonstrates a range of models based on ‘best practice’ ingredients. Hubbard (2005) notes that flexibility is key in order to identify the right model for each context. The four key models are outlined below.

The systems approach: there is wide consensus in the leadership community that leader development can be achieved through a systems approach that exposes the individual to developing experiences, mentorship and formal training (Muslim et al. 2015). The Centre for Creative leadership recommends a mixture of: 70% leadership assignments; 20% relationship development; 10% training (Wilson et al. 2011).

The Baron and Parent model: this model suggests leader building begins with an ‘exploration phase’ designed to increase self-awareness. Participants must identify their leadership challenges and new behaviours that will address those challenges. Next, they test those behaviours and assess the effect. The ‘integration phase’ requires participants to reflect on the effect of new behaviours and to adopt them within their work. Training practices to help leaders develop include the safety of trying new behaviours (Baron and Parent 2015).

The Full Range Leadership (FRL) model (Kirkbride 2006): this model proposed that transformative leader styles can be correlated with leader performance. Transformative leadership is taught through a combination of formalised 360 degree feedback (using a questionnaire developed by Kirkbride), structured workshops and one-to-one coaching sessions. The originality of the FRL model lies in its conceptualisation of behaviours demonstrated by all leaders: it emphasises that rather than being prescriptive, leader
building involves changing a participant’s balance of behaviours away from transactional behaviours and toward the transformational (Kirkbride 2006).

The looking glass institute model has several stages for organisations looking to develop internal leader building programmes. First, identify challenges and strategies that will affect the organisation’s progress in the next five years. Second, develop a core set of leader competencies and behaviours that will be needed to overcome these challenges. Third, identify a pool of individuals with high potential for leadership roles. Fourth, assess these individuals against the competencies through a series of tests and 360 degree feedback tools. Fifth, identify which of the participants are ready to take leader roles and which require 2-4 years further investment. Finally, create a tailored programme for each individual that focusses on building the competencies through leader experiences, measuring progress (Bonner and Obergas 2008).

Independent of the chosen model, a major theme in the literature is the importance of building in evaluation from the start (King and Nesbit 2015; Wilkins, Snell, and Thomas 2012; Hubbard 2005). This involves tracking and measuring leaders’ performance over time (Gurdjian, Halbeisen, and Lane 2014). The Logic Development Guide, published by the Kellogg Foundation (2002), defines outcomes and impact of leader building. Outcomes are specific changes in attitudes, behaviours, knowledge, skills, status and work-level that result from a leader building programme. The guide covers a range of short term impacts (defined as 1-3 years) and long-term impacts (defined as 3-6 years).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key conditions of success for leadership programs (emphasised in the literature)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Recipient organisation conditions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Program conditions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. Models for building leaders in R4D

6.1. Approach to conceptual models

This section proposes two models for understanding the process of building leaders in R4D. The intention is that this provides visual tools to identify the key building blocks, activities and outcomes of different forms of leadership / building leaders programmes. It should be noted that these models have been developed by the research team on the basis of the literature as part of the review: they are not established models.

The first model provides an overview of good-practice approaches available for building leaders in R4D. The first column provides the ‘foundations’ that it is beneficial to determine at the outset of a new programme: the research sector or sectors, the level of engagement (senior researcher, post-doc researcher, PhD student), the length of the engagement (normally 6 months – 3 years), and the scale of engagement (an individual research leader to multiple institutions). The second and third columns outline the actions integral to the programme: an assessment of the needs of the chosen actors and the activities in which they are engaged. The fourth and fifth columns outline the anticipated short-term and long-term outcomes.

The second model illustrates pathways for individual (senior, mid-level or junior) or team-based building leader programmes. The central boxes show proposed areas of focus based on good-practice analysis from the study. The activities in the final section demonstrate the plethora of mechanisms for implementing the focus areas.

- The term ‘horizontal networks’ means a slice either across one seniority level within an organisation or within a sector. This may bring different actors together within a sector or within an organisation that may not usually interact on a regular basis.
- The term ‘vertical team’ means a slice within an organisation that engages with multiple levels (senior executives / PIs and junior members / PhD students etc). Many teams involve different seniority levels within and helping such a team collaborate effectively is the aim in engaging a ‘vertical’ team.
- The column ‘pathway aims’ explains the different aims for the stages – it presupposes progression through the different levels.
- Within ‘pathway ingredients’ many are relevant across different levels. They have been categorised into groups most usually applicable.
- Leader building and leadership development are not mutually exclusive and can take place at the same time though the two approaches may need to be integrated, not working against each other but mutually reinforcing each other.
6.2. Model for building leaders in R4D

---

**Foundations**
- Sector
- Level
- Length
- Scale

**Assessment**
- Needs assessment
  - Competency
  - Skills base
  - Leader capacity
  - Teamwork

**Ingredients**
- Leader
  - Mentoring
  - Grants
  - Events
  - Resources
  - Networks
  - Experiences
- Leadership (horizontal and vertical)
  - Experiences
  - Team building
  - Grants
  - Resources
  - Networks
  - Events

**Organisational outcomes**
- Research
  - High quality journal papers
  - Conference presentations
  - Clinical trial results
- Institutions
  - Stronger institutions
  - Better leadership
  - More fulfilled researchers
- Other outputs
  - Entrepreneurial spin-outs

**Societal outcomes**
- Research
  - Accessible, relevant, high quality research available
- Social impact
  - Better policies being implemented across all relevant sectors
- Other outputs
  - Strong links and networks between research institutions, government and private institutions
### 6.3. Model of individual or team pathways

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Pathway aims</th>
<th>Pathway ingredients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Leader</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior level</td>
<td>To be able to lead the organisation, collaborate with others and contribute to society through innovative and strategic thinking; mentoring others; strong networks</td>
<td>Sabbatical opportunities; alumni support; mentoring next generation; 360 degree feedback; grants to attend conferences; communication and advocacy skills advanced training; workshops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-career level</td>
<td>To be able to lead the organisation, collaborate with others and be effective in the job through strong self-awareness; learning personal values and vision; strategic thinking; various leadership experiences; development of strong networks</td>
<td>Mentoring (peer and senior); 360 degree feedback; bespoke training package; experiential learning; expert coaching; placements abroad; peer learning; assessed projects; management experience; workshops; leadership opportunities; field-based fellowships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early career level</td>
<td>To be able to collaborate with others and be effective in the job through effective research skills; knowledge on available career paths; basic leadership knowledge &amp; skills and first leadership experiences</td>
<td>Workshops; grants to attend conferences; bespoke training for specific skills; online courses; post-doc set up grants; scholarships; resources platforms; journal subscriptions; experiential learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Leadership</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal networks</td>
<td>To be able to work together towards a common goal through cross pollination; building trust and effective communication</td>
<td>Association membership; cross-sector collaboration projects; conferences; peer learning; resources platforms and online communities; networking activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical team</td>
<td>To be able to work together to deliver upon a mission through effective communication; building trust and creating common goals</td>
<td>Team building experience days; group workshops; mentoring within teams; peer learning; organisational assessment; technology improvements; leadership transitions; money for joint projects; collaborative skills training</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7. Building female leaders in R4D

The literature notes repeatedly that insufficient work has been done to understand the differing role and styles taken on by female leaders (Escandon et al. 2008, Jones et al 2007, O’Neil et al. 2015, Oxfam 2014). Female leader programmes identified in this study provide training and mentoring for women and, in some cases, train senior male leaders to be gender-aware (Escandon et al. 2008, O’Neil et al 2015). There is sparse literature relating specifically to the development of female leaders within the R4D context. However, there are pertinent lessons from the literature on gender within research institutions more broadly. This section draws on three relevant lessons: the role of targeted programming, the challenges particular to women in obtaining leader positions, and the gender biases in institutions.

Many academic and other research institutions have institutional cultures prone to being patriarchal, hierarchical and competitive. An important initial step in creating equal leader opportunities is in identifying power disparities – such as the ways decisions are made – that can limit women’s leader opportunities (Mendelberg et al. 2014). The literature on institutional leaders argues that female leader building requires a shift in institutional context. Leader building can be a process that creates alternative institutional cultures based on collaboration, encouragement and distributed power in order to increase women’s access to influence (Council of Canadian Academies 2012).

Innovative female leader programmes in developing contexts often take place within a rights-based approach to development. These programmes are influenced by concepts surrounding power dynamics: they seek to identify and address the personal, organisational and institutional barriers that prevent women becoming leaders. A noteworthy example is the Oxfam ‘Gender at work’ scheme which uses a framework based on power-mapping of institutional structures and relationships to identify context-specific challenges to women in their work environment. Similarly, Oxfam’s Transformational Leadership Model is based on the premise that successful leaders challenge structural inequality and adopt collaborative styles that build ‘power with’ and attribute ‘power to’ others within a team (Oxfam 2014).

Targeted programming is recognised as a mechanism for attracting and retaining young women in research. A lack of researchers in Korea, for example, has driven government-initiated programmes targeting female inclusion, such as online mentoring of female science and engineering students, work experience placements in engineering laboratories for high-school girls, and the development of universities that target women for engineering research (Lee 2010). Targeted programming is seen as vital for challenging gendered-concepts about leaders: they can increase demand for STEM subjects by female students and researchers, identify and promote the contributions made by women in primarily male research fields, and can promote research fields that are traditionally of more interest to women (Swiss et al. 2012).

Mentoring is widely acknowledged to have a positive impact in the process of building female leaders. Mentors can alleviate the effects of ‘chilly climates’ common in male-dominated research fields (Council of Canadian Academies 2012). For example, senior female academics in Zambia emphasised the role of mentors in changing their own convictions about career advances (Njobvu and Xiu 2014). In research contexts, professional mentoring has been directly linked to an increase in publication rates, tenure and lower attrition of female researchers (NAS 2007; 2010). A ‘sponsor’ is a senior level professional who, in addition to mentoring, will advocate for the junior researcher, involve them in projects, and raise their visibility within the institution (Ibarra et al. 2010). It is notable that – in a developed context - the
proportion of men and women who receive mentoring is similar but significantly fewer women have sponsors (Carta and Silva 2010, Ibarra et al. 2010). In summary, three significant challenges identified in the literature in relation to female mentoring for leadership:

- There are insufficient female mentors. Senior women risk being distracted from their own research because of the time burden of mentoring multiple junior academics (Orser et al. 2012).
- In developing research contexts, women are frequently expected to play a disproportionately large care-giving role for students and other colleagues (Njobvu and Xiu 2014).
- Males mentoring females can work effectively but there are notable instances where professional boundaries are not respected by male mentors (Leck et al. 2009).

The literature also recognises the role that online international networks can play in helping to address these challenges, offering a wider pool of mentors (Njobvu and Xiu 2014; Wilson 2004). Other challenges to senior female researchers relate to funding (Wilson 2004), tenure and teaching. Research suggests that women are often ‘offered’ many more low-visibility and time-intensive service opportunities (Park 1996) and that they spend more time meeting their additional commitments than men (Misra et al. 2011). Outside of the workplace, women face the dilemma of ‘synchronizing the biological clock, the career clock (as in timetables for tenure), and a spouse’s career clock’ (Sonnert and Halton 1996). The literature proposes that innovative schemes try to address the practical limitations for female leaders:

- Research funding and grants often have strict time conditions. New schemes are needed to facilitate maternity leave (Schiebinger et al 2011).
- Building female leaders requires flexible working and support for childcare including outside of term-time (University of Konstanz 2011).
- Female carers face major limitations in career progression when precluded from travel to conferences or research locations (Orser et al. 2012).

Some programmes focussed on institutional leader and capacity building now favour a sandwich model where participants spend 6-months in a developed country institution (rather than 4-5 years). This benefits female participants and promotes greater investment in the home institutions infrastructure, facilities and resources (SIDA 2009). Others programmes offer grants that include travel expenses for accompanying children and partners (University of Konstanz 2011).

Alumni networks for building leaders

It is clear that the development of effective alumni networks requires significant support. The German academic exchange service (DAAD) reports on a successful creation of alumni networks in regional groupings (Wilde et al. 2011). The report notes that this is because of the fact that over the years, the DAAD has provided support to alumni to enable them to carry out workshops and seminars themselves (a train the trainer approach) which gave the alumni the methodological and technical tools to be multipliers. They have also funded peer coaching opportunities, regional and international networking and exchange visits to empower each other. DAAD calls this continued support ‘recharging’ (Wilde et al. 2011)

Research on diaspora networks emphasises that success relies on bringing people together who have strong intrinsic motivation to be involved in the network: much of the development of networks is
organic and success is hard to predict (Kuznetsov 2006, Koc-Menard 2009). It is clear that strongly functioning alumni networks can be a valuable resource of expertise and support which can strengthen an individual’s and organisation’s capacity. Specifically, online alumni communities are a valuable means by which to maintain networks and partnerships (Bernard and Rensleigh 2008). Harvey and Huber (2002) assert that alumni networks help to sustain and expand a professional learning horizon. They suggest practical strategies on growing and supporting an alumni network, including effective communications strategies and workload models. Nann et al. (2010) argue that strong university networks can produce more successful founders of start-ups. The more links founders have with alumni of their university, the more successful their start-up is likely to be.
8. Concluding comments

The study concludes with two tentative recommendations regarding building leaders in R4D. While the study has identified a wide range of pertinent issues and principles from the literature, the intention has not been to provide definitive conclusions regarding what constitutes ‘best-practice’.

Firstly, effective building leader programmes are more likely to be context specific rather than based on supposedly universally applicable approaches. Building leaders will not look the same across all programmes and contexts. There is no ideal model, the value of a model is in helping to understand the range of possible approaches available and the significant pathways between them. The experiences of the Mastercard Foundation highlight the importance of contextualised approaches that are operationalised through local partners as much as possible and based on input from beneficiaries.

Secondly, the literature demonstrates the benefits of investing in developing the internal capacity within an organisation to conduct their own leadership / building leaders program internally. It is worth considering the possibility of donor organisations, rather than always delivering their own programme as an external actor, helping R4D related organisations or groups of organisations (normally within a specific geographical setting) to deliver their own leadership programme with support. As demonstrated, investing in the capacity of a research organisation to build its own leaders can be an effective way of creating long term loyalty within the organisation. This in turn can lead to more deeply embedded long term learning and cultural understanding, and overall potential for contributing to holistic impact.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>External interviewees recommendations for increasing impact of research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Building connections** | • Encouraging regional sharing of expertise and research  
• Establishing close working relationships with press and politicians and key teams within government working on similar issues  
• Organising research roundtables ensures that other stakeholders are engaged with the current research and can feed into the process  
• Collaboration with other institutions to ensure research is stronger, more rigorous and with greater reach |
| **Increasing accessibility and relevance**  | • Practical communication skills for researchers to communicate findings in a way that public figures understand (adding clear demands, statistics and costs to research findings)  
• Facilitate access for minority languages – to be able to participate in and shape the global R4D discussions |
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Appendices

Appendix 1: List of external interviewees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Interviewee</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Kevin O’Neil</td>
<td>Rockefeller Foundation Associate Director, Program Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Barry Burciul</td>
<td>Mastercard Foundation, Manager Evaluation and Learning Scholars Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Shona Bezanson</td>
<td>Mastercard Foundation, Program Manager, Scholars Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Alexander Finlayson</td>
<td>Former head of global health research at King’s College London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Dr Mohamed Sangare</td>
<td>Expert Engineer Healthcare Information Systems, CERTES, Bamako</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Rachel Davies</td>
<td>Senior Advocacy Manager, Transparency International UK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix 2: Summary details of programmes referenced in the review

This table provides the summary details for all the specific programmes and organisations that are referenced in the review. This is a subset of the full tables of 43 leadership development programmes, 35 R4D leadership programmes and 14 additional organisations operating in R4D leadership.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of programme / organisation</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aktion Africa (Humboldt Foundation)</td>
<td>Sector: Research&lt;br&gt;Link to website: <a href="http://www.humboldt-foundation.de/web/dossier-development-cooperation.html">http://www.humboldt-foundation.de/web/dossier-development-cooperation.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African University Research Approaches (AURA)</td>
<td>Sector: Health, agriculture, environment&lt;br&gt;Link to website: <a href="https://www.ids.ac.uk/project/african-universities-research-approaches-aura-capacity-development-programme">https://www.ids.ac.uk/project/african-universities-research-approaches-aura-capacity-development-programme</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Building research capacity in least developed countries (Global Development Network) | Sector: Economics and social sciences  
|---|---|
| BVGH Nigerian Capacity-Building Initiative | Sector: Health  
Link to website: [http://www.bvgh.org/Current-Programs/Nigerian-Capacity-Building-Initiative.aspx](http://www.bvgh.org/Current-Programs/Nigerian-Capacity-Building-Initiative.aspx) |
| Centre for Creative leadership | Sector: Business and Research  
| Consortium for Advanced Research Training in Africa | Sector: Health  
Link to website: [http://www.cartafrica.org/](http://www.cartafrica.org/) |
| Developing Communities Leadership Programme | Sector: Private and non-profit cross sector  
Link to website: [http://www.gleninternational.org/developing_communities_leadership_program_dclp](http://www.gleninternational.org/developing_communities_leadership_program_dclp) |
| Developing Operational Research Capacity in the Health Sector Programme | Sector: Health  
| Flexible Leadership Awards (The Haas Jr. Fund) | Sector: Non-profit sector  
Link to website: [http://www.haasjr.org/what-were-learning/resource/flexible-leadership-awards](http://www.haasjr.org/what-were-learning/resource/flexible-leadership-awards) |
| Global Change Leaders Programme | Sector: NGO cross sector  
| Hubert H. Humphrey Fellowship Programme | Sector: Governance  
Link to website: [https://www.humphreyfellowship.org/](https://www.humphreyfellowship.org/) |
| INDOX network | Sector: Health Research  
Link to website: [www.index.org.uk](http://www.index.org.uk) |
| Leadership Development Programme by the European Consortium of Innovative Universities | Sector: Education  
| Investing in Leadership and Learning for Development Effectiveness | Sector: Governance  
| Leadership in Global Health programme | Sector: Health  
Link to website: [http://unu.edu/research/leadership-in-global-health.html#outline](http://unu.edu/research/leadership-in-global-health.html#outline) |
### Appendix 3: Key resources on leadership development programmes

This table provides a summary of six resources that are particularly helpful further reading regarding leadership development programmes. They are a subset from the full bibliography of 85 resources reviewed for this exercise (the full tables are available as a separate document).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Investing in Leadership v. 1 and v. 2 (Hubbard 2005, Enright 2006)</td>
<td>Volume 1 provides background reading on leadership and delves deeper into collective leadership and proposes a working model. Volume 2 gives pertinent examples of recent leadership development programs that have been innovative and effective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What Makes for an Effective Leadership Development Program? (Kramer and Tao 2011)</td>
<td>This paper examines recent innovative examples of leadership development programs and provides recommendations for funders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-profit Leadership Development: A model for identifying and growing leaders within the non-profit sector (Bonner and Obergas 2008)</td>
<td>This paper analyses leadership competencies and developmental activities relevant to the non-profit sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future Trends in Leadership Development (Petrie 2011)</td>
<td>This paper provides concise conclusions regarding future trends within the leadership development sector</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Not-So-Secret Sauce of the Leadership Development Recipe (McCall and Hollenbeck 2010)

This paper provides a review of leadership development from respected leadership experts.

Creative Disruption (Linnell and Wolfred 2009)

This paper assesses the efficacy of funding sabbaticals to develop leadership.

Appendix 4: Noteworthy examples of leadership development programmes

This table provides a summary of five leadership development programmes, as a subset of the full table of the 43 leadership development programmes reviewed for this exercise (the full table is available as a separate document).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group Business Leadership Programme (Shell Corporation)</th>
<th>Shell recognised the need to develop a new leadership program that focused on trust and relationship-building in order to enhance authentic leadership as well as emotional and relationship qualities in its senior managers. The project combines different ingredients considered best practice: coaching, peer learning and undertaking high-stakes supervised business projects.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flexible Leadership Awards (The Haas Jr. Fund)</td>
<td>The program provides long-term, custom-tailored leadership support to selected Haas, Jr. Fund grantees. The Flexible Leadership Awards allow the board and staff of non-profit organizations to step back and think expansively about what their organizations want to achieve and the leadership challenges they have to meet to get there. Consultants supported by the Haas, Jr. Fund work with each organization to develop a plan for the use of their grant funds, and to identify and deploy the best resources to help them meet their leadership goals. Grantees have used their award funds to support coaching for staff and board leaders, strategic planning initiatives aimed at sharpening the focus of their organizations, board development and engagement, and succession planning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater than Leadership Program (World Bank Institute, The Smithsonian Conservation and Biology Institute, Global Tiger Initiative, George Mason University)</td>
<td>Forest rangers and their managers are immersed in a learning experience over 12 months to help them reach their own conservation goals. The training is focused on getting teams to work together more effectively. The program is problem driven, and each delivery of the program is based on a specific change or reform effort. Teams need to agree on the precise nature of the problem they will tackle, they then spend a week or more on intensive leadership skills and then another 11 months in to apply these skills in a practical ‘learning-by-doing’ process, assisted by a help desk and a set of expert networks for coaching and continuous support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hawaii Asia-Pacific Affairs Leadership Program</strong></td>
<td>This interactive programme informs participants of major political, economic, and security issues in the Asia Pacific and equips them to think critically and strategically regarding Hawaii’s role in the region. Participants benefit from a local and international peer network that will serve them in the future. The programme’s curriculum spans the Asia-Pacific region, with each month focusing on a different bilateral relationship or sub-region.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trilogy Induction Program</strong></td>
<td>The Trilogy Induction Program is famous due to its high risk, changing, and intensive investment in new staff. The goal of the program is to develop creative people who work well in teams, adapt to swift changes in customer demands and take chances. The CEO of Trilogy attends as well as leads the month-long induction programme. New hires are divided into 80 teams and given three weeks to complete real projects ranging from making an existing Trilogy product run faster to creating new products from scratch which have the potential to be used in the business.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>